3.

Study Sources E and F.
SOURCE E
The following is adapted from a cartoon published in Britain in July 1923. Its caption is ‘Then and Now’.

FRONT ENTRANCE

THE WAR

“

AFFAIR !”

FRANCE

ENGLAND

“
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SOURCE F
The following is adapted from a book on modern history.
We should not exaggerate the extent of social change in Europe during the first half of the twentieth
century. The position of women in society underlines the point. Before the First World War,
feminist movements had been relatively strong, especially in pressing for the vote for women, in
Northern Europe and Britain. But movements for women’s rights had been far weaker in Catholic
parts of Europe, notably in the east and south of the continent. The First World War had brought
about the breakthrough in many countries. The recognition of the vital contribution by women in the
war effort had led to a change in the attitude towards women’s suffrage, and after the war women
had been given the vote in most of Europe. But France extended the franchise to women only in
1944, Italy in 1946, Romania and Yugoslavia the same year, Belgium in 1948.
Beyond voting rights, women’s status at home and in the workplace was little changed. Society was
still completely male-dominated. In Britain, the wife was dependent on her husband’s social
insurance contributions and benefits, while the French Constitution of 1946 still emphasised a
woman’s fulfillment of her role as mother. Women remained largely discriminated against in the
labour market.

(a)

What, in your opinion, was the main message of the cartoon in Source E? Explain your answer
with reference to Source E.
(3 marks)

(b)

Identify one general misunderstanding of the impact of the First World War on women’s status,
according to the author of Source F. Explain your answer with reference to Source F. (3 marks)

(c)

Did the First World War bring about a better Europe? Explain your answer with reference to
Sources E and F, and using your own knowledge of the development of Europe up to 1929.
(7 marks)
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